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1. Disrepany in the transition temperature2. T = 0 simulations at the physial point3. Nt = 12 simulations at �nite temperature



ProblemhotQCD �nite T results are very di�erent from ours(hotQCD data points: 0710.1655, 0711.0661, 0804.4148, RBRC workshop 04.08)(our old data points: hep-lat/0609068)

hiral suseptibility, resaled (quark masses are di�erent)
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Possible resolutionshep-lat/0609068: Nt = 4,6 of 'p4fat3' are too oarse, no ontrolled ontinuumlimit, status 2008: �ne Nt = 8 somewhat better but still large disrepanyour simulations:
• sale set by fK, non-Goldstone pions distort hiral extrapola-tion or ontinuum limit
• naive staggered dispersion relation has large artefatshotQCD:
• nonphysial quark masses → ∼ 5 MeV Soeldner's talk

• sale set by rHPQCD,UKQCD
0 =0.469(7) fm

rETM
0 =0.444(4) fm, rQCDSF

0 =0.467(6) fm, rPACS−CS
0 = 0.492(6)(+7) fmboth:

• universality problem of staggered disretization
• bug in omputer ode

• . . .maybe a bit of allsystemati errors are simply underestimated



Improving our previous results

1. improving T = 0 simulationspreviously: mπ ≥ 240MeV + hiral extrapolationsnow: m = mphys , no need for hiral extrapolations

⇒ more preise sale/renormalization

2. improving T > 0 simulationspreviously: Nt = 4,6,8,10 at the physial pointnow: Nt = 12 at the physial point
⇒ more ontrol over lattie artefats



Simulation setup: �nite T

nVidia GeFore 8800 Ultra768 MB video memory103.7 GB/se bandwidthtwo ards per mahine

multishift inverter on 12 · 363 �ts to the video memory and runswith 32 G�opgauge fore on the video ard: 15 G�op

only single preision arithmetis, HMC-fore is not needed morepreisely, for HMC-energy mixed preision inverters (ǫ = 10−8)

50 dual GPU PC's in Wuppertal → 3 T�ops ∼ 1 BGP rakluster omputing: ideal for �nite T with many parameter sets



Simulation setup: zero T

zero T latties are too large for a single video ard → BG/Psuperomputer in Juelih



Simulation setup: zero T

simulations diretly at the physial pointhoose lattie sizes, so that �nite volume orretions are below0.5% for fπ,mπ, fK,mK ( ont. formula of Colangelo, Durr, Haefeli '05 )

β Ncrit
t lattie #traj3.45 ∼ 4 243 × 32 15003.55 ∼ 6 243 × 32 30003.67 ∼ 8 323 × 48 15003.75 ∼ 10 403 × 48 15003.85 ∼ 13 483 × 64 1500



Zero T results at the physial point

hiral extrapolations (not staggered χPT !) work amazingly wellfor all analyzed spaings the extrapolation error for fπ,mπ, fK,mKis ≤ 1%hep-lat/0609068: "2% is the auray of our LCP."



Zero T results at the physial point

extend spetrum analysis to Ωred bands are the experimental values with unertanities

K∗ deays in the physial point, width is also given (pink)smaller spaings and r0 are urrently under analysis



Finite T resultsstrange quark number suseptiblity

preliminary results, 300-500 trajetories in eah pointgood agreement with old Nt = 10 datahep-lat/0609068: "For the transition temperature in the ontinuumlimit one gets: Tc(χs) = 175(2)(4) MeV"



Finite T results

renormalized hiral suseptibility

nie agreement with old Nt = 8,10 datahep-lat/0609068: "the transition temperature based on the hiralsuseptibilty reads Tc(χψ̄ψ) = 151(3)(3) MeV"



Summary

• improving determination of thermodynamial observables by1. zero T simulations with physial quark masses2. �nite T simulations with Nt = 12

• hiral extrapolations were orret on the 1% level

• preliminary results for hiral suseptibility and strange susep-tibility on Nt = 12 are in good agreement with our old data


